Safety Directives
Company:_____________________________________________ Stand No____________


Each exhibitor is responsible for the safety and security in their own stand, ensuring that the
company’s products and activities do not cause injuries on visitors or other persons or property.



Exhibitors who intend to fell/harvest within the stand area or who wish to carry out any other
operations that are potentially hazardous to the health of visitors or others, must appoint an
internal safety officer to address these working safety and public security issues. This person
must thoroughly read this document and sign the reception of his/her copy.



The person in charge of safety and security shall see to it that the area is roped-off in a secure
manner and that he or she is also responsible for the securing the area during any
demonstrations/activities. He or she shall immediately stop any demonstration/activity should a
risk situation occur.



Co-ordinate your activities with the neighbour stands to avoid visitors walking on roped-off areas.



Machinery operators shall be instructed not to cut anything pointing the bar of the felling saw
towards the viewers due the risks associated with ev. sawchain breakage.



Trees that cannot be felled safely during demonstrations must be felled when no visitors are
attending the fair site. The felling must be carried through before the fair’s opening or when the
visitors have left the fair site in the afternoon.



Security officers from Elmia (wearing yellow Elmia-vest) are patrolling the demonstration stands
during the opening hours. These officers can assist you by the roping-off, keeping visitors away
from insecure areas or avoiding risk situations. The security officers will contact the exhibitors in
the morning of the opening day of the fair.



The security officers are entitled to (and are bound to) immediate stopping of felling or other
demonstration activity if they find it insecure.



The person in charge of safety and security is also responsible for that the company does not
cause any fires or leakage of hazardous or flammable substances such as oils, gas or fuel. Follow
the safety instructions issued by the rescue services and handle fuel and oil in a careful and
environmentally responsible manner.



Should an accident occur – dial 112. Define the accident area Elmia Wood, Bratteborg/ Vaggeryd,
the stand number and the nature of accident.



In the case of fuel or oil leakage – call the information booth at the fair entrance.
Phone +46 36 15 21 53.



Open fire must be handled with caution. Be sure to have necessary extinguishing equipment
available. If the risk of fire is considerable, the lighting of fires will be prohibited.



We want the security document with us at the latest May 16.

The undersigned is appointed by the company’s to be in charge of working safety and public
security issues and I have studied the above security directives:
_________________________________
Sign
Mail to: annika.lindskog@elmia.se

_________________________________________
Name in block letters, please

